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"Believe you can and you're half way there.." 
Paul Sebo (father)
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The decision to choose home country and the last professional club Filip played for,  
SK Slovan, was influenced by the opportunity to lead two age groups (U10/U12) as 
their Coach.  The experience has not only been a reflection of Filip's desire to once 
lead younger generations on a football pitch, but it also proved to be a success story 
winning the regional cup with U12 and finishing 2nd with U10.
Being a coach, mentor and a role model to age groups ranging from U8 to U12, Filip is 
aware of the importance to have a holistic approach on future athletes in the early 
development process.
As a retired professional, who has had a fair share of success on and off the pitch, Filip 
continues to cultivate his best intentions when it comes to being a part of youth 
development.  

COACHING EXPERIENCE:

ON THE PITCH
Being a three time Champion, team success has always been the primary focus 
for Filip alongside his individual accomplishments.  
In 2005-2006, Filip has won the Austrian double with FK Austria Vienna and has 
been chosen as the Austrian All-Star Game MVP.
He has also been the Slovakian Champion twice,  with two separate franchises,  
the winner of the Slovakian cup placing him in the UEFA Champions league and 
Europa cup.
Filip was named twice as Golden Boot winner in '10-'11 and '04-'05 scoring 22 
goals each season.
He represented the Nation at all National Team levels from U14 to A Team,  
scoring 7 goals in 15 games.
When asked about regrets, finishing second with the Glasgow Rangers often 
reminds Filip that he could have joined an elite club of a few football players 
whom have been Champions in three different premier leagues. 

Besides being a role model to younger generations with his on and off the pitch 
excellence, Filip always seems to provide the right answers to reporters and/or 
any press related issues.  He is by far the most vocal athlete in Slovakian history, 
generating sustainable relationships with sponsors, media and his fan base.
Out of his own initiative Filip supports annually a number of sports related 
charities.  Philanthropy (human friendly) activities represent his core values most 
accurately and he hopes to spread such value systems in all of his commercial 
and non-commercial engagements.. 

OFF THE PITCH



COMMERCE

DISCIPLINE

DIVERSITY

Being raised in a family of entrepreneurs, Filip was led to invest his 
earnings wisely setting up for a  comfortable retirement, allowing 
himself to evolve in areas he considers relevant.
After the €2.5M transfer from FK Austria Vienna to Glasgow Rangers, 
Filip and his increasing popularity attracted a number of sponsors 
including NIKE & BMW MINI, with whom he remains in a successful 
commercial relationship till the present.

For some it is an obstacle.  For Filip, discipline is a powerful tool 
implemented in his daily routines to reach targets and deadlines.
Leading an organic and equally balanced lifestyle with yoga and 
meditation being his energy sources, it has resulted in zero career 
injuries and zero off the field controversies.
Before being a professional, Filip considers himself an aware human 
being with a healthy value system open for upcoming challenges in 
life, accepting all shapes and forms of reality.  

Fluent in French, English, German and Czech, Filip understands, the 
international experience while being a professional athlete, stands out 
as the most valuable asset, expanding his opportunities in social and 
business networking in the current retirement period.
With the UFA C license Filip has discovered passion for coaching and 
mentoring young talent and he continues to develop all aspects of 
talent management.   With the experience of mentoring multiple age 
groups he feels ready to take on further challenges with the same 
approach as to his professional career. 


